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ABSTRACT

Finland is the world’s largest producer of blue fox pelts, and fur animals form the second largest group of production animals in Finland (Profur 2016; SVT 2017). The fur industry has a national breeding value evaluation of blue fox production traits and it is used by one third of fox producers. The primary goals in blue fox breeding are to improve the fertility traits and fur quality of foxes and to produce large pelts, whereas animal health, welfare, conformation traits or feed efficiency are not included in the current breeding value evaluation. The emphasis on production traits has resulted in unfavourable changes in blue fox conformation and health traits. There is an obvious need for revision, if any of the current breeding goals weakens the animals’ welfare. In addition to welfare traits, an important new breeding goal would be feed efficiency, given that feeds are a major production cost and their inefficient utilization may lead to poor growth and to nutrients being wasted into the environment.

Improvement of any economically or ethically important trait through animal breeding requires that the trait is heritable and is recorded into a breeding software database. The main objectives of this thesis were to estimate genetic parameters for new conformation, health and production traits for potential introduction into the national blue fox breeding programme, and to determine their correlations to the production traits in the current breeding value evaluation. Phenotypic and genetic evaluation systems for the proposed traits were created in this research project, namely for feed efficiency, body condition score, body length, leg conformation, ability to move about and susceptibility to eye infection.

The study data, consisting of altogether 2076 foxes, are from a two-year experiment carried out during the growth period in 2005 and 2006 at the fur animal research station of MTT Agrifood Research Finland in Kannus (now Kannus Research Farm Luova Ltd). Multiple-trait restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation was used, since it enables taking several traits into account at the same time, to calculate the genetic parameters and to determine any antagonistic genetic or phenotypic correlations between conformation, health and production traits.

The heritability estimates for feed efficiency, daily gain and daily intake were moderate (0.23-0.29) (II-IV). The studied conformation and welfare traits were shown to have a genetic background. Moderate heritabilities were found for leg conformation, ability to move about, body condition score (BCS) and susceptibility to eye infection (0.21-0.30) (IV, V). Animal body weight had large genetic variation and moderate to high heritability (0.37-0.50) (II, IV, V). High heritability estimates were obtained for pelt size (0.47-0.50), while the highest estimates were for fox body length (0.51-0.57) (II-V).

Grading size and pelt size, the two size traits in the current breeding value evaluation, had moderately high to high positive genetic correlations with
body weight, daily gain, body length and BCS (fatness) (0.42-0.74) (III). Pelt size and daily gain had moderate to rather high positive genetic correlations with feed efficiency (0.36 and 0.51-0.56, respectively), but all studied size traits had unfavourable positive genetic correlations with feed intake (0.49-0.95) (II-IV). Grading size, October body weight, daily gain and BCS had moderately high unfavourable genetic correlations with leg conformation (-0.40 to -0.53) and high unfavourable genetic correlations with ability to move about (-0.58 to -0.65) (IV). The genetic correlations between the size traits (grading size, BCS, body length and body weight in November) and susceptibility to eye infection did not differ from zero, as the standard errors of these genetic correlations were high (V). However, grading density of fur had an unfavourable genetic correlation with susceptibility to eye infection (-0.49). Body length showed a high positive genetic correlation with grading size and pelt size (0.63-0.87), but its genetic correlations with BCS and susceptibility to eye infection were low and hardly differed from zero (0.04 and -0.18, respectively) (II-V). Genetic correlations between body length and foreleg conformation, and between body length and the animal’s ability to move about were negative, although their standard errors were high (-0.38±0.21 and -0.42±0.19) (IV).

While the current, relatively strong emphasis on selection for larger animal and pelt size in blue fox breeding does improve feed efficiency indirectly, it is unlikely to reduce feed intake. Selection for longer pelts tends to favour fast-growing and fat individuals, simultaneously increasing their feed intake and, hence, feeding costs. Fast growth rate and extreme fatness also pose a risk to animal welfare. The results reported in this thesis show that fast growth rate, high body weight, large grading size and BCS (fatness) have unfavourable genetic correlations with leg weakness and impair the ability to move about in the cage in less than six-month-old blue foxes. Although the current emphasis on size traits in the breeding value evaluation does not significantly weaken the foxes’ eye health, the focus on thicker fur density can expose them to eye infection due to the antagonistic genetic correlation between the two traits. High BCS (fatness) is also associated with an undesirable reddish fur colour and a lighter pelt colour. The use of animal body length as a selection criterion can open up the possibility to breed well-structured, long, slim foxes instead of fat ones. Selection for longer animal body does not increase the risk of fatness or susceptibility to eye infection nor does it have unfavourable effects on pelt quality traits.

The genetic parameters estimated for conformation, health and feed efficiency traits indicate that these traits are heritable and that genetic improvement through selection has potential to improve the health status and feed efficiency of Finnish blue foxes. The results of this research project can be implemented into the national blue fox breeding scheme taking into account the genetic connections between health and production traits.
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## ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCS</td>
<td>body condition score of animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUP</td>
<td>best linear unbiased prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
<td>body weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>individual daily gain (g/d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>dry matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMI</td>
<td>daily dry matter intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV</td>
<td>estimated breeding value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYE</td>
<td>susceptibility to eye infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>feed efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENP</td>
<td>fur animal epidemic necrotic pyoderma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gSI</td>
<td>live animal grading size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gGC</td>
<td>grading guard hair coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gDE</td>
<td>grading fur density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gCL</td>
<td>grading colour clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>foreleg conformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>ability to move about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCL</td>
<td>pelt colour clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDA</td>
<td>pelt colour darkness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDE</td>
<td>pelt density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pGC</td>
<td>pelt guard hair coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pQU</td>
<td>pelt quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSI</td>
<td>pelt size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BLUE FOX PRODUCTION IN FINLAND

Blue foxes are farmed for their fur, which is used in the fashion and clothing industry. Pelts are sold at fur auctions where their mean prices vary yearly depending on fashion trends, the world economy and weather conditions (Peura 2013). The fur industry is not among those livestock production systems which receive government subsidies (Peura 2013). Making long-term breeding decisions in today’s uncertain business environment with fierce competition is challenging and demands flexibility and adaptiveness from fur farms. Efficiency and good planning form the foundation for profitable production, and animal breeding is one of the cornerstones of this foundation. Breeding selection which has emphasized large pelt size and good fur quality has proved quite successful. On the other hand, these traits are also known to have unfavourable genetic and phenotypic correlations with animal fertility, leg conformation and health traits (Rekilä et al. 2000; Keski-Nisula 2006; Koivula et al. 2009). An ideal breeding scheme would, thus, not only be targeted to improve economic productivity, but animal welfare as well.

1.1.1 BREEDING ORGANIZATION

The central organization for genetic improvement and breeding of fur animals in Finland is the auction house Saga Furs Oyj. The majority owner of the auction house is the Finnish Fur Breeders’ Association, which has primary responsibility for advising fur producers on breeding issues and the most important breeding goals. Saga Furs provides the technical infrastructure necessary for fur animal breeding and collection of information on the animals’ performance and pedigree.

Research and development of breeding programme, and breeding value estimation, is based on farm data, which are collected and stored into the centralized national database of Saga Furs. Each blue fox gets a unique identification number at birth, which links it to the national pedigree through its known parents. All of the animal’s measurement data are entered into the national database under its individual identification number. A barcode ticket with the animal’s identification number follows it from the farm to the auction house, and is fastened to the skin before being sent to the auction house. The identification number also allows producers to follow the price of the skin at the auction. This individual skin follow-up system is unique to foxes and not used in other fur animals.

Data collection forms one of the biggest challenges in fox breeding, which requires resources from fur producers and the central breeding organization,
as well as good cooperation between fur producers, organization and research. Digitalization and the creation of the fur animal breeding software WebSampo (launched in 2013 by Saga Furs Oyj), together with modern data collection applications (personal digital assistant PDA and WebSampoApp), have opened up new possibilities to collect information on blue foxes and their selection traits in a resource-efficient way.

The most advanced methods, models and innovations of animal breeding research can be put into practice through the WebSampo system. Further, the system produces useful statistics for fur producers, assisting them in mating decisions, and also stores and maintains the collected pedigree information. In 2016, WebSampo was used by one third (211) of Finnish fox farms. Nationwide genetic evaluation will become increasingly efficient as more farms start using the system. Therefore, raising the number of farms taking part in the national breeding programme through WebSampo offers a good opportunity to improve the efficiency of fur animal breeding in Finland.

1.1.2 BREEDING VALUE ESTIMATION

Selection of blue fox breeding animals is based on the estimated breeding value (EBV) of their grading, pelt character and fertility traits (Peura et al. 2004, 2005). EBV indicates the value of the animal with respect to the targeted breeding goals: animals with highest EBV will improve the breeding goal traits, whereas animals with lowest EBV will have an unfavourable effect.

In the early 1990s, the Finnish fur industry established the first BLUP (best linear unbiased prediction) evaluation schemes for animal fertility and fur grading traits (Saarenmaa 1990, Kenttämies & Smeds 1992a, 1992b). The BLUP method is based on a linear mixed effects model and gives the most reliable prediction of an animal’s potential to produce offspring that fulfil the requirements of the breeding scheme, including economic and animal welfare aspects. EBVs used to be calculated within-farm using single-trait animal models, without taking into account genetic correlations between different traits. Fur producers selected their breeding animals from a ranking list which was based on EBVs of litter size and grading traits, or litter size and pelt character traits, or simply litter size. The Finnish Fur Breeders’ Association gave recommendations on how to weight these traits, but producers could also use their own weighting.

The main limitation of within-farm evaluation was that EBVs were not comparable between farms. Further, the limited computing capacity of individual farms and the smaller amount of generated data compared to national evaluation made it necessary to use single-trait models where genetic correlations could not be considered. Breeding animals with unknown parents represented a common problem. When an animal was moved to another farm it was given a new identification code, which led to its parent information being lost. Thus, the performance information of a
potentially good breeding animal would not be included in the evaluation because its parents were unknown. An advantage of within-farm evaluation was its flexibility: breeding value evaluation could be done at any time of the year.

National evaluation, however, has several advantages. First of all, EBVs are comparable between farms, so it is easier to find the best, healthy breeding individuals at the national level. The requirements for reliable and accurate national breeding value evaluation are a large common database with pedigree and performance information and high computing capacity. This kind of comprehensive pedigree with good genetic links between animals across farms is generated through animal trade; 98% of Finnish fur farms are today connected through this pedigree (Kempe & Strandén 2018). The existing large computing capacity together with a national database will make it possible to improve the statistical models used in breeding value evaluation of Finnish blue foxes. Single-trait models can be replaced by multiple-trait models where genetic correlations and environmental factors are taken into account and several traits are estimated simultaneously. This is especially important because certain production traits may have direct or indirect antagonistic genetic correlations with conformation and health traits or with other production traits. The use of multiple-trait models will also improve the accuracy of EBVs, particularly in the case of traits with low heritability, such as animal fertility and health.

Within-farm breeding value evaluation of Finnish blue foxes was replaced by national evaluation at the beginning of 2015 (Kempe & Strandén 2016; Peura et al. 2016b). National evaluation is expected to reach its full potential within the next few years, depending on how extensively fur producers adopt the new selection system and how quickly the isolated but active farms are connected to the other farms.

### 1.2 PRODUCTION TRAITS IN THE BREEDING VALUE EVALUATION

There are two parallel fur quality evaluation systems currently in use in Finland (Peura et al. 2005). Live animal grading is performed on the commercial farm by the producer and utilized for indirect selection for pelt character traits (pelt size, colour darkness, colour clarity and overall quality). These pelt traits are evaluated by professional fur graders from dried skins at the auction house. In general, the heritabilities obtained for live animal grading and pelt character traits have varied considerably: from low to high (Table 1). Genetic correlations between grading and pelt traits are high in most cases, and so selection for pelt character traits using grading traits is relatively effective (Peura et al. 2005). The advantage of live animal grading is that these phenotypic records are available at the time breeding animals
Introduction

Table 1. Estimated heritabilities ($h^2$) for traits currently included in the Finnish blue fox national breeding value evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live animal grading traits</th>
<th>Pelt character traits</th>
<th>Fertility traits</th>
<th>h²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal size</td>
<td>h² 0.16-0.27</td>
<td>Pelt size</td>
<td>h²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour darkness</td>
<td>h² 0.51-0.65</td>
<td>Colour darkness</td>
<td>h²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour clarity</td>
<td>h² 0.10-0.23</td>
<td>Colour clarity</td>
<td>h²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall fur quality</td>
<td>h² 0.11-0.22</td>
<td>Pelt quality</td>
<td>h²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fur density</td>
<td>h² 0.15-0.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard hair coverage</td>
<td>h² 0.19-0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 1. The primary goals of fur quality improvement in blue foxes are high underfur density (UF), thick and strong guard hair (GH) and optimal ratio between underfur and guard hair. Source: Saga Furs Oyj.
are being selected, whereas pelt character records are obtained at a later stage from animals that are no longer alive (Peura et al. 2005).

1.2.1 GRADING TRAITS

The new multiple-trait animal model of grading traits used in national breeding value evaluation of blue foxes comprises six traits: grading size, fur density, colour darkness, guard hair coverage, colour clarity and overall pelt quality. Grading traits are recorded on a scale of 1 to 5. Animal grading size is determined by subjective grading and scored from smallest (1) to largest (5). According to Kenttämies & Smeds (1992b) grading of body size is fairly easy (repeatability is 0.60-0.69) and previous knowledge on the animal increases the reliability of grading assessment. The most important fur quality traits in live animal grading are fur density (gDE) and guard hair coverage (gGC) (V). Fur density is assessed by palpation and graded into five categories according to underfur thickness or density, with 5 as the most desirable score corresponding to thickest fur. Scoring of gGC is based on guard hair length, evenness and coverage. Animals classified into the preferred higher gGC categories also have more guard hair than the lower categories. Individual quality traits are easier to evaluate than overall fur quality (Kenttämies & Smeds 1992b). Fur colour clarity (gCL) is the most difficult trait to evaluate in farm conditions because it is sensitive to various environmental factors, such as cleanliness of fur, light conditions and the grader’s skill (Kenttämies & Smeds 1992b, Peura et al. 2005). Clarity is graded from reddish (1) to bluish (5), with bluish colour clarity as the most valuable. Colour darkness is relatively easy to evaluate on a scale from whitest (1) to darkest (5) (Kenttämies & Smeds 1992b). The lightest colours are favoured in selection.

1.2.2 PELT TRAITS

Pelt character evaluation, which is done by professional fur graders from dried skins, is more accurate and reliable than grading of live animals (Kenttämies & Smeds 1992a, 1992b). The multiple-trait model of pelt character traits used in national breeding value evaluation includes four traits: pelt size, colour darkness, colour clarity and fur quality (Table 1). Breeding selection has primarily emphasized pelt size because of its major impact on pelt auction prices (Rekilä et al. 2000; Peura et al. 2004).

Pelt length, colour darkness and colour clarity are measured with an automatic grading machine, which sorts the pelts into different categories. Unfortunately, however, these precise grading machine measurements of pelt size (cm) and colour (pixels) are not stored into a database; instead, categorical pelt character traits are used for breeding value estimation (Table 2) (III). In addition to machine measurement, the following pelt quality traits are evaluated subjectively by fur graders: guard hair coverage, underfur density and overall pelt quality. In the study of Kenttämies & Smeds (1992a)
Table 2. Categories of pelt character traits in the Finnish blue fox breeding value evaluation and the Finnish Fur Sales auction house sorting system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Corresponding classes in the auction house grading system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pSI, cm; pDA, pix; pCL, pix; pGC; pDE; pQU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pSI = pelt size (cm); pDA = pelt darkness measured in pixels (colour scale from lightest XXXXpale to darkest black); pCL = pelt colour clarity measured in pixels (from OC- off colour or reddish to R+ corresponding to clarity of blue colour); pGC = pelt guard hair coverage (woolly guard hair is shorter than underwool either on part of the skin or almost the whole skin, e.g., Samson); pDE = underfur density; pQU = overall pelt quality (Saga Royal is the best and II the poorest quality).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;106.1 (0-4)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>106.1-115.0 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>115.1-124.0 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>124.1-133.0 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>133.1-142.0 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.3 FERTILITY TRAITS

Animal fertility is a complex trait which can be measured in various ways (Koivula et al. 2009). Three fertility traits are currently considered in breeding value estimation of Finnish blue foxes: pregnancy rate, whelping success and litter size (Koivula et al. 2009). Two separate indices are used in the national evaluation of fertility traits: FERT1 and FERT2. FERT1 is the litter size index, with five traits: 1st, 2nd and 3rd litter size, and two correlated traits: grading size and quality (Kempe & Strandén 2018). The
heritability estimates for first and subsequent litter sizes (recorded at the age of about 10 to 21 days) are reported to vary from 0.06 to 0.18 (Table 1) (Peura et al. 2004, 2007; Koivula et al. 2009; Kempe & Strandén 2016, 2018). The FERT-2 - index describes the mating and whelping success of young females, and also contains five traits: pregnancy rate, whelping success and three correlated traits: 1st litter size, grading size and quality (Kempe & Strandén 2018). Mating and whelping success are binary (1/0) traits, the value zero representing a situation where the female was barren or aborted or lost all her pups in her first breeding season. The heritability estimates for pregnancy rate and whelping success on the observed binary scale have been between 0.03 and 0.05 (Koivula et al. 2009; Kempe & Strandén 2016, 2018).

Fertility traits are known to be genetically correlated with grading and pelt character traits. Several studies have shown that an animal’s large grading size has an unfavourable impact on its fertility traits (Sanson & Ahlstøm 2005; Peura et al. 2004, 2007; Koskinen et al. 2008; Koivula et al. 2009). The fertility traits in Finnish blue foxes weakened significantly during the years 1988-2001 when the focus in selection was almost exclusively on larger animal grading size (Koivula et al. 2009). Figure 2 illustrates the latest genetic trends of standardized breeding value estimates of breeding animals.
for FERT1, FERT2 and the grading size in the current national breeding value evaluation of Finnish blue fox (Kempe & Strandén 2018). FERT2 shows improvement from 1998 to 2014, and FERT1 has had a positive genetic trend since 2007, whereas the grading size of breeding animals has remained about the same without change during the study period, reflecting the given breeding recommendations.

1.3 NEW TRAITS FOR THE BREEDING PROGRAMME

1.3.1 BODY CONDITION SCORE AND FATNESS

Today, most blue foxes are large and fat at pelting time, and there is an increasing risk of the chronic progressive disease of obesity. Obesity is a result of multiple environmental and genetic factors. It is defined as an accumulation of excessive amounts of adipose tissue in the body, either because of excessive dietary intake or low energy utilization, which causes a state of positive energy balance (Zoran 2010). In dogs, several criteria have been established for what constitutes overweight and what constitutes obesity. Obesity can have various detrimental effects on health and longevity. It may cause orthopaedic disease, diabetes mellitus, abnormalities in circulating lipid profiles, cardiorespiratory disease, urinary disorders, reproductive disorders, neoplasia, dermatological diseases and anaesthetic complications in dogs (Zoran 2010). Rekilä et al. (2000) were the first ones who paid attention to blue fox's overweight and obesity, yet the published research on diseases and welfare problems, which relate to fatness, is still sparse in blue fox.

The fact that fur prices continue to be mainly determined by pelt size encourages the breeding of large, extremely fat animals. However, the results of genetic studies and feeding experiments both indicate that large, fat animals are more likely to face fertility problems (Koskinen et al. 2007, 2008; Koivula et al. 2009). Extreme fatness is known to be detrimental especially for young vixens, affecting their pregnancy rate, litter size and early neonatal pup mortality. Fatness also influences the animals’ grading size and pelt size, both of which have an antagonistic genetic correlation with fertility traits (Peura et al. 2004, 2007).

Peura et al. (2007) were the first to suggest that fatness should be taken into account in blue fox breeding value evaluation. The authors based their suggestion on two factors: firstly, it was suspected that fat animals were graded higher than average for live animal size, which could lower the accuracy of EBVs, and secondly, fat animals also tended to receive high EBVs for pelt size. Thus, the current breeding goals, particularly selection for larger animal and pelt size, may indirectly increase fatness in foxes and simultaneously raise the feeding costs per pelt.
Table 3. Description of body condition score (BCS) categories for blue foxes using a five-point scale. (I) Photos: Nita Koskinen, MTT Agrifood Research Finland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Very thin</td>
<td>Animal’s general appearance: pinched and bony. Decreased muscle mass. Ribs, shoulder and pelvic bones easily felt. No palpable fat. Abdomen tucked up when viewed from the side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Thin</td>
<td>Animal’s general appearance: slim. Ribs, shoulder and pelvic bones easily felt under a thin fat layer. Abdomen tucked up when viewed from the side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ideal</td>
<td>Animal’s general appearance: balanced and normal. Ribs, shoulder and pelvic bones felt through a distinctive fat layer. Straight abdominal line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Heavy</td>
<td>Animal’s general appearance: fat. Ribs felt with difficulty. Heavy fat cover in shoulder and pelvic areas. Waist and abdominal area distended because of fat pad.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The genetic trend for grading size has at least temporarily levelled down, except for a recent minor increased tendency in males (Figure 2), whereas the animals' phenotypic size has continued to grow (Koivula et al. 2009; Kempe & Strandén 2018). This would suggest that size growth is mainly attributable to increased fatness. Production blue foxes are on unrestricted feeding during the growth period and, as a result of their excessive dietary intake of energy, they tend to be extremely fat or obese at pelting time (Rekilä et al. 2000). Feeding experiments have shown that obese breeding animals need to lose a considerable amount of weight before the mating season, and that the slimming process can lead to problems like weakened fertility, smaller litter size, loose skin and metabolic disorders, such as fatty liver syndrome (Korhonen et al. 2005; Koskinen & Lassen 2006; Koskinen et al. 2007; Koskinen et al. 2008). Therefore, selection of new breeding animals is recommended to be done at weaning, after which the breeding animals are grown on a restricted feeding regime and in lower body condition than production animals (Moisander-Jylhä 2017).

The clinical methods used for fatness evaluation include assigning a body condition score (BCS) to the animals (e.g., Laflamme 1997; Hansen et al. 2009). Body condition scoring is a subjective method by which the thickness of subcutaneous fat is assessed through visual observation and palpation. It gives an estimate for subcutaneous fat thickness and degree of fatness independent of the animal’s body weight or size. BCS has been shown to be a reliable measure of the level of fatness in mink, dogs, horses and cattle, and it is incorporated as an animal-based measure into the welfare assessment protocols for mink and dogs, for example (Henneke et al. 1983; Edmonson et al. 1989; Ferguson et al. 1994; Laflamme 1997; Rouvinen-Watt et al. 2005; Hansen et al. 2009; Mononen et al. 2012). Studies in dairy cattle and ewes indicate that BCS is a heritable trait, like fatness in pigs (Koenen et al. 2001; Berry et al. 2003; Banos et al. 2006; Everett-Hincks & Cullen 2009). Pig breeders have a long tradition of selecting against fatness, and pig breeding programmes include several fatness traits (Switonski et al. 2010).

Because there was no consistent basis for the evaluation of blue fox body condition prior to this research, we developed a BCS system for the Finnish blue fox (Table 3) (I). It was also necessary to conduct genetic studies on BCS and its correlation to welfare and production traits, before BCS could be implemented into blue fox breeding and/or welfare programmes.

1.3.2 LEG CONFORMATION AND ABILITY TO MOVE

Leg conformation and ability to move about play an important role in animal wellbeing. Foxes living in wire mesh cages should be able to stand normally, move about actively and be able to jump up and down from the shelf which serves as cage enrichment. The animal’s ability to move about may be impaired due to pain, conformation problems or fatness. A fox with severe
health problems (injury, paralysis) may be unable to move even if disturbed, and become practically immobile.

Rekilä et al. (2001) and Korhonen et al. (2001) published the first studies on leg weakness, such as carpal laxity, in blue foxes (Figure 3). Similar flexural leg distortions have been reported in dogs, foals and farm animals (e.g., Vaughan 1992; Love et al. 2006; Çetinkaya et al. 2007). Further, it has been suggested that these flexural leg deformities may be hereditary in blue foxes and dogs (Vaughan, 1992; Rekilä et al. 2001; Keski-Nisula 2006). Rekilä et al. (2001) emphasized the need to investigate the genetic background of leg weakness and the possibility to improve leg conformation by means of animal breeding. If the genetic measures of leg weakness were available, they could be used in a BLUP index. However, a BLUP index cannot be constructed without knowledge of the genetic parameters of the trait.

Surgical treatment of chronic leg weakness (bone, tendon and ligament surgery) is not possible in farmed foxes. Preventative action is, therefore, of vital importance and requires identifying any predisposing factors in blue fox management as well as possible antagonistic genetic correlations between leg conformation and breeding goal traits. Heavy body weight is suspected to be among the predisposing factors for foreleg problems, along with a high energy content and high Ca:P ratio in the blue fox diet (Rekilä et al. 2001; Korhonen et al. 2014). Korhonen et al. (2005) and Keski-Nisula (2006) found a fairly high negative phenotypic correlation (~0.58) between body weight and foreleg weakness. Korhonen et al. (2000, 2001) also showed that the housing method affects the animal’s leg conformation and its movement activity. The limited space in a wire mesh cage has the overall tendency to decrease the fox’s active movement compared to a dirt-floor pen, as a result of which its energy consumption is low and it becomes fat more easily. A dirt-floor pen, on the other hand, has a favourable effect on the fox’s leg conformation by increasing the animal’s activity and reducing its body weight (Korhonen et al. 2001). Dirt-floor pens generate other kinds of problems, however, such as high incidence of parasitic diseases, higher energy and feed consumption, small and dirty animals, poor fur quality, heavier workload for
the producer and unreasonably high production costs, which is why dirt-floor pens are not used in fur animal production.

1.3.3 SUSCEPTIBILITY TO EYE INFECTION

Between 2005 and 2007, fur producers and veterinarians observed an increase in the frequency of eye infections in the Finnish blue fox population (V). This seemed to be a seasonal health problem. Eye infections were most common at pelting time in November-December, when the animals are at their largest, and in January-February, when they are slimmed for breeding (Ahola et al. 2014). Untreatable eye infection can be very painful, which is why sick animals were usually culled. Eye disease causes economic losses to fur producers, because the premature pelts of these culled animals cannot be sold nor will their feeding costs be compensated (Peura et al. 2016a).

The factors contributing to impaired eye health remain unclear, but certain breeding goal traits, such as increased animal size, BCS or fatness, and certain fur quality traits, such as fur density, are suspected risk factors. Animals may also have genetic differences in their susceptibility to infections (Bishop 2011). In 2007, Finnish fur farms were hit by a new type of eye disease where foxes suffered from aggressive conjunctivitis. *Arcanobacterium phocae* was implicated as a potential causative pathogen in this disease (Nordgren et al. 2014). In addition to microbial infections, abnormalities in the animal’s eyelid structure may cause eye irritation and expose the eye to bacteria and secondary inflammation (Whitley 2000). Clinical veterinary examinations and necropsies indicate that some foxes have such structural defects of the eyelid (Nordgren, pers. comm.): entropion, ectropion, distichiasis, and a related condition, ectopic cilia, have
all been found in the blue fox (V). These structural eye defects are also common in certain dog breeds that have a massive coat, loose or excess skin, or excessive subcutaneous fatty tissue which may cause folds of skin on the head, as well as in breeds that have diamond-shaped, small or sunken eyes which may contribute to eye disease (Barnett 1988). Similar features have also been found in blue foxes (Moisander-Jylhä 2017). The control of inherited eye disease depends on the ability to diagnose the disease and knowledge of its mode of inheritance (Barnett 1988).

1.3.4 FEED EFFICIENCY

Feed efficiency is an important breeding goal in all fur animals, because feeds represent a substantial production cost and it is expected that feed prices will continue to rise. A decrease in pelt prices would increase the share of feed costs in total production costs even further. Further, larger animal size increases the output of manure and urine, and an inefficient use of feed leads to nutrients being wasted into the environment; indeed, the single biggest factor raising the carbon footprint in blue fox production is nitrous oxide in faecal matter (Rekilä et al. 2000; Silvenius et al. 2012).

Fur animals are seasonal breeders that are grown to a common and fixed time endpoint when the fur is ready for pelting (Peura et al. 2016a). The fur growth period cannot be shortened to achieve savings in feed costs. Thus, the system differs from meat production for instance, where animals are grown to common weight endpoint. If FE is defined as a function of growth and feed intake, then better feed efficiency could be achieved through faster growth, lower feed intake or both (Peura et al. 2016a).

Even though improved FE would be a natural goal in fur animal breeding programmes, the genetic parameters for feed consumption and efficiency are rarely estimated. This is because automatic feeding methods and feed intake recording of individual animals or cage pairs of foxes or minks have only recently been implemented in large-scale genetics research (e.g., Sørensen 2002; Berg & Krogh Hansen 2006; Shirali et al. 2015). An additional challenge is that blue foxes are currently kept in pairs because two animals sharing the same cage have a better growth rate. Feed intake can, therefore, only be registered for pairs of animals, whereas weight or weight gain can be recorded for individual animals.

Possibilities to improve FE by means of animal breeding have been documented in several animal species, such as mink (Berg & Krogh Hansen 2006; Krogh Hansen & Berg 2006; Krogh Hansen et al. 2007), but not in the blue fox. In mink, for example, the heritability for FE (daily gain/feed intake) is estimated to be 0.30 (Sørensen 2002). Another study in mink showed that the heritability estimate for longitudinal residual feed intake in mink increases with age (105-210 days), from 0.18 to 0.49 (Shirali et al. 2015).
The main objective of the research project reported in this thesis was to contribute to the development of a sustainable, economical and socially approved national breeding scheme for the Finnish blue fox, by planning breeding value evaluation methods for new production, conformation and welfare traits for inclusion into the blue fox breeding goals.

Genetic improvement through selection supports the profitability of the Finnish fur industry, improves animal welfare and yields high-quality fur products for sale in the global market.

The objectives of this research were:

1) to develop simple and practical evaluation methods for on-farm measurement of the new traits, including body condition score (I), feed efficiency, daily gain, daily feed intake, body weight, body length (II, III), leg conformation (IV), ability to move (IV) and susceptibility to eye infection (V);

2) to establish a comprehensive set of research data and determine statistical models for the estimation of (co)variance components and genetic variation in the new production, size, conformation and health traits (II-V);

3) to understand the co-responses (genetic and phenotypic correlations) among the production traits currently included in the breeding value evaluation (grading size and pelt character traits) and the new traits: feed efficiency and size traits, leg conformation, ability to move and susceptibility to eye infection (II-V); and

4) to determine the suitability and feasibility of the new traits for the national blue fox breeding programme.
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Five separate studies (I-V) were carried out within this research project. We used the same set of experimental data to investigate the selection potential, genetic associations and suitability of the new production and welfare traits for introduction into the breeding scheme.

The experimental part of the studies was carried out during two years, 2005-2006, at the fur animal research station in Kannus, MTT Agrifood Research Finland. The data were obtained by investigating two consecutive generations of animals on the fur farm. The study material comprised 2076 blue foxes representing 48 paternal progeny groups (Table 4). The number of dams was 241. Pedigree information on 1583 animals was obtained from the Finnish Fur Breeders’ Association. The body condition scoring (BCS) method (I) used in the subsequent publications (III-V) was developed based on data obtained from the first generation (2005) of animals.

The data structure was designed to be optimal for genetic studies on new traits, and was targeted to capture a large amount of genetic variation in these traits. The maximum degree of relationship between sires was therefore set at 40%, and the maximum inbreeding coefficient of sires and their offspring at 10%. Because the goal was to simulate random mating, no selection of parents was made on the studied traits. In the first breeding year (2005), 19 sires were mated with 138 females, each sire with at least five different females. In the second year (2006), the paternal families were mated crosswise to attain relationships between all animals. Breeding animals were picked evenly from each paternal family, and 35 sires were mated with 167 females. Six males and 64 females from the first breeding year were used for breeding also in the second year. The pedigree structure in the data was monitored using the RelaX2 program (Strandén & Vuori, 2006). Pedigree was found to be good and in line with the study objectives.

Table 4. Structure of study data: number of experimental animals (N) and litters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farms</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sires</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dams</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litters</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>2076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The mean inbreeding coefficient among the experimental animals was low (2.02%), and only slightly higher than the mean inbreeding coefficient (1.48%) for the whole stock of animals at the MTT research farm born in 1981-2006.

Dams were preselected based on their litter size, as the aim was to construct at least two full-sib pairs per female. Full-sib pairs were divided into cages as follows: male-male, male-female or female-female pairs (Table 5). At least one pair was required to be a female-male pair, in order to be able to separate the effects of sex and cage. The cages of each sire's offspring were placed evenly into two open-sided two-row sheds and a hall, and full-sib pairs were then randomly allocated to the cages designated to their sires. Forty percent of the traditional wire mesh cages were in the sheds, sixty percent in the hall (Table 5).

Table 5. Fixed effects and number of observations (N) in the study data by categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal pairs per cage:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-male</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-female</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female-female</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of dam:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production environment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shed 1</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shed 2</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of birth:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (104-129 days)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (130-144 days)</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (145-160 days)</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (161-180 days)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Days from the beginning of the year.
3.2 ASSESSMENT OF TRAITS

Recording of some production traits in foxes involves certain special features compared to other farm animals. Firstly, foxes live outdoors, and the cold weather conditions in winter are not only challenging for the animals but also for fur producers and management systems. All technology used for data collection, such as feeding trucks, scales and PDAs (personal digital assistants), must withstand cold weather conditions. Despite modern technology and digitalization, live animal grading of foxes is heavy and time-consuming work. The most demanding step is removing the fox from its cage. Blue foxes are quite heavy at the time of grading (October-November) and not always tame or easy to handle, which makes the assessment of their grading traits challenging. Moreover, the number of animals to be graded per farm is very high, taking into account that the average size of a Finnish fox farm is around 2000 animals (ProFur 2016). Most of the pelts (66 %) are produced on farms with 1000 to 10 000 animals, the largest farms having over 25 000 animals. Therefore, the assessment of the grading trait should be as easy, quick and low-cost as possible, not to overload the limited resources of family-owned fur farms.

The objective of the study reported in Paper I was to develop a simple and quick method to assess body fat deposits in the blue fox. For this purpose, blue foxes with varying body conditions were examined to identify areas where subcutaneous fat was noticeable. We studied the following methods for live animal grading: subjective visual scoring of the animal’s size from small (score 1) to large (score 5); body weight (kg); fat thickness (mm) measured by ultrasound and palpation of the animal’s fat stores; and subjective scoring of the animal’s body condition (BCS) from very thin (score 1) to extremely fat (score 5) (Tables 3 and 6). After pelting, the carcasses were evaluated as follows: visual assessment of the fat layer on the skinned carcass and skin, which was turned inside out using a five-point scale from thin (score 1) to extremely fat (score 5) and chemical analysis of fat content (%) of the whole carcass including fat separated from the skin (Table 6). The obtained measurements from live foxes, namely BCS, body weight and grading size, were used in the subsequent studies (II-V).

The study reported in Paper II assessed the most appropriate growth phase for the measurement of feed efficiency traits. Animals have different requirements for maintenance energy and nutrients at different stages of their growth (e.g., Dahlman 2003; Huhti 2005; Koskinen et al. 2008). Further, the utilization of feed may change during the growth period like in mink (Krogh Hansen et al. 2007). Therefore, the growth phase in which FE is measured is important. Body weights were recorded six times during the study period and used for the calculation of individual daily gain (g) at five different stages of growth. Average daily feed intake (kg DM) was measured as a cage average of full-sib pairs. Growing full-sibs in the same cage is a typical farming practice and a common pedigree for each fox pair was one
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requirement in our statistical analysis. FE for the pairs of foxes was calculated as the ratio of total daily gain (g) to total daily feed intake (kg DM) per cage for the same periods as daily gain. The obtained FE results for August to October were used in the subsequent studies (III, IV).

The live animal grading traits, size and fur quality traits, were assessed subjectively by one evaluator (research technician) on the five-point scale system (1= poorest, 5= best) currently used in Finland (II-IV). Pelt quality was evaluated from the skins of pelted foxes by professional fur graders (Table 2). The data on pelt traits were obtained from the auction house Saga Furs Oyj and, in addition to categorical traits, the data contained the precise grading machine measurements of pelt size (cm) and colour (pix) – unique information that is not routinely stored into the auction house database (Table 6) (III).

Body length, which is one of the new conformation traits, was measured at pelting time by laying the fox down on the table with its hind legs stretched backwards, and measuring its length from the nose to the first tail vertebrae (I-V). The animal’s foreleg carpal joint angle and ability to move about in the cage were used as indicators for scoring leg conformation (IV). Forelegs were assessed subjectively by one evaluator on a five-point scale based on the poorer of the forelegs. In the worst case (score 1=very poor), the carpal joint bended to a 90° angle compared to a normal, only slightly angled carpal joint (score 5=excellent) (Figure 3). The animal’s ability to move about was evaluated before feeding time. A fox which mainly remained sitting or lying still in the cage, even if shooed off, was given a score of 1 or 2 for its ability to move. If the fox occasionally moved about in the cage and was somehow capable of jumping on the shelf, its ability to move was evaluated at score 3. Finally, if the animal was actively moving about in the cage and could jump on to the shelf easily it received a score of 4 or 5 for its ability to move (5=best score). The foxes’ ability to move about, leg conformation and eye health were evaluated on days 7–16 November in 2005 and on days 23–26 October in 2006. Eye health was assessed subjectively by one evaluator based on the animal’s phenotype. It was treated as a binary trait: the eyes were recorded as infected if one or both were swollen and excreted a serous fluid (score 0) (Figure 4), and considered healthy if the eyes looked normal without any of the above symptoms (score 1) (V).
Table 6. Total number of observations (N), mean, standard deviation (SD), coefficient of variation (CV), and minimum and maximum values for the traits currently included (*) in the Finnish blue fox breeding value evaluation and for the new traits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limited data (2005) used in Paper I</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grading size*</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final body weight, kg</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCS of live animal</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>21.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCS of carcass</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length, cm</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat thickness, pelvis, mm</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>11.77</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat thickness, shoulder, mm</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemical composition of whole carcass</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry matter, g/kg</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat, %</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full data (2005-2006) used in Papers II-V</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grading size*</td>
<td>2 060</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>II-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard hair coverage*</td>
<td>2 060</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fur density*</td>
<td>2 060</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour clarity*</td>
<td>2 060</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCS of live animal</td>
<td>2 056</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg conformation</td>
<td>2 064</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>44.71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to move about</td>
<td>2 064</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>23.73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye health</td>
<td>2 064</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight&lt;sub&gt;Aug&lt;/sub&gt;, kg</td>
<td>2 076</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight&lt;sub&gt;Oct&lt;/sub&gt;, kg</td>
<td>2 069</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>II, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight&lt;sub&gt;Nov&lt;/sub&gt;, kg</td>
<td>2 063</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final body weight, kg</td>
<td>2 058</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>II-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily gain&lt;sub&gt;Aug-Oct&lt;/sub&gt;, g/d</td>
<td>2 069</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>15.21</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>II-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry matter intake&lt;sub&gt;Aug-Oct&lt;/sub&gt;, g/d</td>
<td>1 026</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>40.11</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>II-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE&lt;sub&gt;Aug-Oct&lt;/sub&gt;, g DG/kg DMI</td>
<td>1 026</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>II-IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length, cm</td>
<td>1 805</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>II-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt size, cm</td>
<td>1 767</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt size*</td>
<td>1 768</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt colour clarity, pix</td>
<td>1 765</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt colour clarity*</td>
<td>1 765</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt colour darkness, pix</td>
<td>1 774</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>16.44</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt colour darkness*</td>
<td>1 774</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt guard hair coverage*</td>
<td>1 773</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt density*</td>
<td>1 774</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelt quality*</td>
<td>1 775</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Preliminary statistical analyses were performed using PROC GLM in the SAS system for Windows 9.1.3 through the SAS Enterprise Guide, Release 4.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Systematic fixed effects and their interactions were studied using GLM by excluding all other random effects than the residual (I-V). The fixed effects used in the analyses were: house-year, sex (two classes: male or female), pair (three classes: male-male, male-female or female-female), time of birth (four classes: 104-129, 130-144, 145-160 or 161-180 days from the beginning of the year) and age of dam (three classes: 1, 2 or ≥3 years) (Table 5).

(Co)variance components for the different traits were estimated using the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method in the DMU program (Madsen & Jensen 2012). Both single- and multiple-trait analyses were carried out. The following linear animal model was used for variance component estimation in Papers II-V:

\[ y = Xb + Wc + Za + e \]  

(1)

where \( y \) is a vector of observations, \( b \) is a vector of fixed effects, and \( c, a \) and \( e \) are vectors of random litter, animal/sib group and residual effects, respectively. Matrices \( X, W \) and \( Z \) are the corresponding incidence matrices.

In the single-trait analyses, the litter \( (c) \), animal \( (a) \) and residual \( (e) \) effects were assumed to be independent, normally distributed random effects with mean zero and \( \text{var}(c) = I_q \sigma_c^2 \), \( \text{var}(a) = A \sigma_a^2 \) and \( \text{var}(e) = I_n \sigma_e^2 \), where \( I_n \) is the identity matrix of size \( n \), \( n \) is the number of animals with an observation, \( I_q \) is the identity matrix of size \( q \), \( q \) is the number of litter effects, \( A \) is the additive genetic relationship matrix, \( \sigma_a^2 \) is the common litter environment variance, \( \sigma_c^2 \) is the additive genetic variance and \( \sigma_e^2 \) is the residual variance.

Genetic correlations between traits were estimated with the multiple-trait animal model for all the analysed traits (II, IV), three (III) or four (V) traits at a time. Thus, genetic correlations were estimated several times for some of the traits. Genetic correlations and their standard errors were obtained by averaging the results from the multiple estimation runs. In the multiple-trait animal model, the litter, animal, and residual effects were assumed to be independent, normally distributed random effects with zero mean and \( \text{var}(c) = C \otimes I_q \), \( \text{var}(a) = G \otimes A \) and \( \text{var}(e) = R \otimes I_n \), where \( \otimes \) is the Kronecker product, \( C \) is the variance-covariance matrix for litter effects among traits, \( G \) is the genetic variance-covariance matrix among traits and \( R \) is the variance-covariance matrix for residual effects among traits.

In analysing the cage averages (for a pair of foxes), we made appropriate changes to the subroutine computing the inverse of the relationship matrix \( (A^{-1}) \) in the DMU program. This was considered necessary because the full-sib mean has reduced genetic variance, which is expected to be three-fourths of the genetic variance of individual measurements, and correspondingly, the
residual variance is also lower, expected to be half of the residual variance of individual measurements (Kovac & Groeneveld 1990).

The heritability ($h^2$) and proportion of litter variation ($c^2$) for a trait were calculated as:

$$h^2 = \frac{\sigma_a^2}{\sigma_a^2 + \sigma_c^2 + \sigma_e^2}$$

$$c^2 = \frac{\sigma_c^2}{\sigma_a^2 + \sigma_c^2 + \sigma_e^2}$$

where $\sigma_a^2$, $\sigma_c^2$ and $\sigma_e^2$ are the additive genetic, litter environment and residual variances for the trait, respectively.

The heritability of susceptibility to eye infection ($V$), obtained from the linear animal model using binary variable (0 or 1) analysis, was transformed to the underlying continuous scale using the formula (Dempster & Lerner 1950):

$$h^2 = h^2_{01}p(1-p)/z^2$$

where $h^2$ is heritability on the underlying continuous scale, $h^2_{01}$ is the corresponding heritability estimate from the linear animal model on the binary scale, $p$ is the frequency of eye-infected individuals in the population, and $z$ is the ordinate of the standard normal density function at the threshold value corresponding to incidence $p$. 
4 MAIN RESULTS

4.1 BODY CONDITION SCORING METHOD

The aim of the study presented in Paper I was to develop a body condition scoring system for Finnish blue foxes. The devised method is based on subjective assessment of the animal’s subcutaneous fat thickness by visual observation and palpation. BCS was found to have a high positive Pearson correlation coefficient with final body weight (0.70) and a moderate correlation coefficient with grading size and animal length (0.49 and 0.36, respectively) (I). The body weight of foxes rose by about 1.2-1.4 kg per BCS category. The Pearson correlation coefficients for BCS using ultrasonic measurement of subcutaneous fat thickness in the pelvic and shoulder areas were also positive, although quite low (0.22-0.29) (I). A fairly linear increase in subcutaneous fat thickness was observed from August to the beginning of November, with no signs of a slowdown.

The BSC results showed that most (66%) of the animals were scored as heavy or extremely fat (scores 4 and 5). The proportion of extremely fat foxes (score 5) was 25%, while 31% of the foxes were in ideal body condition (score 3). The tendency toward higher fat content was noticeable in the carcasses classified into the higher BCS categories. The average fat content of the 77 carcasses receiving BCS scores 3-5 at pelting time was 45%, ranging from 30% to as high as 56%. In wild Arctic fox, of which the blue fox is a variant, the typical winter fat content of skinned carcasses varies widely, from 3% to 40% (Prestrud 1991; Prestrud & Pond 2003). A recent WelFur study by Ahola et al. (2014) reported an average frequency of 21% of extremely fat animals among the evaluated blue foxes (n=4688).

The mean body weight and length of blue foxes at pelting time were 13.6 kg and 71 cm, with the heaviest fox weighing 21.7 kg and the longest body length being 81 cm (II, III, IV). The size differences between the sexes were rather small at the time of pelting: males were on average 1.2 kg heavier, 3 cm longer and 0.3 BCS points fatter and their grading size was 0.7 points larger than of females (I). This is in line with previous studies (Rekilä et al. 2000; Sirkko 2000). In the mid 1990s, blue foxes generally weighed less than 10 kg at pelting time in November and December (e.g. Korhonen & Niemelä 1994). A decade later, the animals’ average pelting weight on commercial fur farms was between 15 to 20 kg, and the increased weight was mainly explained by the increased fatness of the foxes (Rintamäki et al. 2007). In comparison, the average body weight of wild adult Arctic foxes is 3.6 kg and their average body length 57 cm (Jones et al. 2009).
4.2 INCIDENCE OF HEALTH PROBLEMS

Leg weakness was a common problem among blue foxes on the MTT Kannus research farm, with 67% of blue foxes receiving either a very poor (1) or poor (2) score for foreleg conformation (IV). Only 8% of the foxes were given a good (4) or excellent (5) score for leg conformation, the average score being 2.1. Despite the animals’ poor foreleg conformation, their ability to move about in the cage was evaluated as fairly good and scored at 3.6 on average. The incidence of leg weakness (scores 1 and 2) in our study was about 15 percentage units higher and the mean 0.3 points lower compared with the results of Keski-Nisula (2006) from the same research farm, indicating that leg conformation among the foxes had weakened quickly within a period of five years.

Almost half the foxes (45%) in the two-year study data were found to suffer from eye infection (V). Contagion of the disease fur animal epidemic necrotic pyoderma (FENP) on the Kannus research farm cannot be completely be ruled out, because there was an epidemic outbreak of FENP in Finland close to the time of data collection (Nordgren et al. 2014). This may partly explain the high frequency of eye infection. A much lower frequency of eye infection, 1.3-3.2% on average among the evaluated blue foxes (n=14840), was reported by Ahola et al. (2014), who assessed eye infections on 88 Finnish fox farms in 2012-2014 following the WelFur animal welfare test protocol (Mononen et al. 2012).

4.3 HERITABILITIES

The estimates for phenotypic variance, heritability and proportion of litter variance for the studied traits (II-V) are presented in Table 7.

The heritabilities for feed efficiency were first estimated for five growth periods of three weeks (II). However, because the estimates were lower than expected (0.08-0.10), the production efficiency traits (FE, daily gain and daily intake) were thereafter re-estimated for a longer, nine-week growth period from August to October (II, IV). The latter estimates were based on a larger amount of information and were higher (0.23-0.29) due to decreased residual, litter and phenotypic variance components.

Body weight showed considerable genetic variation and a moderate to high heritability (0.37-0.50) (II, IV, V). The heritability estimates obtained for pelt size were high (0.47-0.50) and in line with the heritability of fox body length (0.51-0.57) (II-V). The estimates for different pelt character traits varied from low to high, with colour clarity having the lowest (0.20-0.23) and colour darkness the highest heritabilities (0.52-0.54). Pelt density and guard hair coverage were moderately heritable traits (0.34 and 0.36, respectively) (III).
Table 7. Estimated phenotypic variance ($\sigma^2_p$), proportion of litter variation ($c^2$) and heritability ($h^2$) for the studied traits in the Finnish blue fox.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait Description</th>
<th>Proportion of Variation</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma^2_p$</td>
<td>$c^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gSI (scores 1-5)</td>
<td>0.55-0.56</td>
<td>0.14-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gGC (scores 1-5)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gDE (scores 1-5)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gCL (scores 1-5)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCS (scores 1-5)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.13-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYE (0/1)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW$_{Aug}$, kg</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW$_{Oct}$, kg</td>
<td>1.50-1.55</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW$_{Nov}$, kg</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW$_{Fin}$, kg</td>
<td>2.86-2.88</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG$_{Aug-Oct}$, g/d</td>
<td>203-217</td>
<td>0.17-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMI$_{Aug-Oct}$, g DM</td>
<td>2 333-2 347</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE$_{Aug-Oct}$, g/kg DM</td>
<td>780-783</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length, cm</td>
<td>6.30-6.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSI$_{cm}$, cm</td>
<td>43.53</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSI (5 classes)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCL$_{pixels}$, pixels</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCL (5 classes)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDA$_{pixels}$, pixels</td>
<td>3 652</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDA (5 classes)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pGC (5 classes)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDE (4 classes)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pQU (4 classes)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

gSI=grading size, gGC=guard hair coverage, gDE=fur density, gCL=colour clarity, BCS=body condition score, LEG=leg conformation, MOVE=ability to move, EYE=eye infection, BW=body weight, DG=daily gain, DMI=daily dry matter intake, DM=dry matter, FE=feed efficiency, pSI=pelt size, pCL=pelt colour clarity, pDA=pelt colour darkness, pGC=pelt guard hair coverage, pDE=pelt density and pQU=pelt quality.
The heritability estimates for conformation and health traits (leg conformation, ability to move about, BCS and susceptibility to eye infection) were moderate (0.21-0.30) (IV, V).

4.4 GENETIC CORRELATIONS

The genetic correlations obtained in this research for the studied traits are summarized in Table 8 (II-IV).

Young blue foxes had high feed efficiency and daily gain at the beginning of their growth. The values for these traits started to decrease in October when the animals reached the age of 20 weeks. In the first three studied growth periods, FE was considered to be the same trait because of the high genetic correlations between the said periods (0.71-0.95) (II). The FE measured in this fast growth phase was used in the further studies (III, IV).

4.4.1 FEED EFFICIENCY TRAITS

Feed efficiency was found to have rather high (0.51-0.56) favourable positive genetic correlation with daily gain (II-IV) and a favourable but low negative genetic correlation (-0.14) with daily feed intake (II). When more complicated multiple-trait models were used, the genetic correlation between FE and feed intake had high standard errors and did not differ from zero (III, IV). The corresponding phenotypic correlation was also low (-0.26), but slightly higher than the genetic correlation.

The study reported in Paper II, found low unfavourable correlations between FE and body weight (0.14), grading size (-0.10) and animal length (-0.18), whereas the corresponding genetic correlations in Paper IV did not differ from zero. Genetic correlations for FE with BCS (fatness) or with conformation traits did not differ significantly from zero, and the corresponding phenotypic correlations were either low or close to zero (IV).

FE had a moderate favourable genetic correlation with pelt size (0.36) and a low unfavourable genetic correlation with pelt colour clarity (-0.22) (III). The low genetic correlation observed between FE and colour darkness (0.21) can be either favourable or unfavourable, depending on the prevailing fashion trends. Other genetic correlations between FE and pelt quality traits did not differ from zero.

All animal size traits (body weight, grading size and body length), daily gain, pelt size and BCS (fatness) had high unfavourable positive genetic correlations (0.49-0.95) with feed intake (II-IV). Also, the conformation traits (leg conformation and ability to move) had high negative unfavourable correlations (from -0.41 to -0.55) with feed intake (II-IV).
Table 8. Genetic correlations with absolute values higher than 1.96 ×SE between the studied traits in Finnish blue foxes (II-V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FE</th>
<th>DG</th>
<th>DMI</th>
<th>BW-Oct</th>
<th>BW_Fin</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>gSI</th>
<th>gDE</th>
<th>LEG</th>
<th>MOVE</th>
<th>EYE</th>
<th>pSI_cm</th>
<th>pCL_pix</th>
<th>PDA_pix</th>
<th>pQU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCS</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>±±±</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>±±±</td>
<td>±±±</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE_Aug-Oct</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+/ns</td>
<td>-/ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>-/ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>±±</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG_Aug-Oct</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMI_Aug-Oct</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Oct</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Fin</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gSI</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSI_cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ns, genetic correlation does not differ from zero; "+", favourable correlation; "-", unfavourable correlation; "±" correlation either favourable or unfavourable depending on the situation or perspective.

One symbol: 0.10 < |r_\|g| < 0.20, two symbols: 0.20 < |r_\|g| < 0.70, three symbols: |r_\|g| > 0.70

BCS=body condition score, FE=feed efficiency, DG=daily gain, DMI=daily dry matter intake, BW=body weight, gSI=grading size, gDE=fur density, LEG=leg conformation, MOVE=ability to move, EYE=susceptibility to eye infection, pSI=pelt size, pCL=pelt colour clarity, pDA=pelt colour darkness, and pQU=pelt quality.
4.4.2 BODY CONDITION SCORE

The results for BCS showed moderate to high positive genetic correlations (0.42-0.86) with animal size traits (body weight and grading size), daily gain, pelt size and grading fur density. Genetic correlations between BCS and FE, body length or pelt quality traits hardly differed from zero (III-V). BCS had moderate to high unfavourable genetic correlations with daily feed intake (0.78), leg conformation (-0.40) and ability to move about (-0.61) (III, IV).

4.4.3 GRADING AND PELT CHARACTER TRAITS

A high favourable genetic correlation (0.72) was found between grading size and pelt size (III). Both had moderate to high favourable genetic correlations (0.42-0.87) with daily gain, final body weight, body length and BCS (II-V). The corresponding phenotypic correlations were mostly moderate (0.36-0.60). In fact, all genetic correlations between the size traits (grading size, body weight and length) and daily gain were positive, ranging from 0.33 to 0.91 (II-V).

The estimates for genetic correlations between animal size traits and pelt quality traits did not differ from zero, as their standard errors were high (III). However, grading density showed a moderate favourable genetic correlation with body weight in November and a high favourable genetic correlation with BCS (0.59 and 0.85, respectively) (V).

4.4.4 LEG CONFORMATION AND ABILITY TO MOVE

Leg conformation had moderate unfavourable negative genetic correlations (-0.40 to -0.53) with grading size, body weight in October, daily gain and BCS. The phenotypic correlations between these traits were also negative, although lower (-0.28 to -0.41). Body weight measured in October had a slightly higher genetic correlation (-0.47±0.17) with leg conformation than body weight measured in August (-0.27±0.19), September (-0.43±0.17) or November (-0.36±0.17 to -0.43±0.17). The results indicated a negative genetic correlation between leg conformation and animal length, even though the standard error was high (-0.38±0.21).

A high positive genetic correlation was observed between the animal’s leg conformation and ability to move about (0.94) (IV). Daily gain, body weight in October and grading size showed high unfavourable genetic correlations with ability to move about (-0.65 to -0.66). Also BCS, final body weight, daily feed intake and body length had fairly high unfavourable genetic correlations with ability to move about (0.42 to 0.61). In general, higher genetic correlations with the studied traits were obtained for ability to move than for leg conformation.
Main results

4.4.5 SUSCEPTIBILITY TO EYE INFECTION
The genetic correlation for susceptibility to eye infection and grading size or BCS had high standard errors, but all size traits showed a low antagonistic phenotypic correlation with susceptibility to eye infection. A moderate unfavourable genetic correlation was found between susceptibility to eye infection and grading density (thick underfur).
5 DISCUSSION

5.1 QUALITY OF DATA AND METHODS

The design of the two-year experimental study conducted on the Kannus MTT research farm was quite unique. It generated a special set of data, which opened up the possibility to study several new, previously uninvestigated traits in a resource-efficient manner. The pedigree structure of the animals was well suited to our research objectives and also the amount of data for most traits was sufficient to give reliable estimates of genetic parameters, which could be used in further studies. The more controlled environmental conditions typical of a single-farm study were expected to yield slightly higher heritability estimates compared to studies using considerably larger data sets (40000-50000 animals from a large number of farms), as normally used for variance component estimation (Peura et al. 2005; Koivula et al. 2009; Kempe & Strandén 2016). However, larger data sets are likely to contain more genetic variation because they include information on animals from many farms, thus offsetting the effect of higher residual variance.

The analysis of fox pelt character traits would undoubtedly have benefited from a more extensive set of data across several generations and/or with more offspring per sire (III). The skins of breeding animals, which were important links in the pedigree, were of lower quality and not comparable to the winter pelts of production animals. These ‘breeder skins’ were subjected to the grading process normally used for low-grade pelts, and these results had to be excluded from variance component estimation. Thus, in the absence of pelt results for breeding animals, there was less data on pelts than on the other traits, which made the estimation of variance components, particularly genetic correlations, challenging. While the pelt records of breeding animals could have brought more information into the genetic analysis, such information is not systematically collected at the moment. Investigation of this topic would require collecting data on the ‘breeder skins’ and making the necessary adjustments in modelling and analysing the data.

The linear animal model used in this research gave sufficiently accurate information on the proportion of genetic variation in the studied traits and the genetic correlations between them (II-V). The linear model was also used to analyse the foxes’ susceptibility to eye infection (V), even though theoretically, a threshold model would be more appropriate for analysing binary data (Gianola 1982). To overcome the issue, the heritability estimate for susceptibility to eye infection from the linear animal model was converted from the binary to the underlying continuous scale using the formula by Dempster & Lerner (1950). Heritabilities obtained using the linear model are underestimated compared to those from the liability scale, and the
magnitude of this underestimation depends on the frequency of the symptom.

5.2 SELECTION POTENTIAL FOR THE NEW TRAITS

5.2.1 FEED EFFICIENCY

The definition of feed efficiency in this thesis (II, III) is fairly simple and commonly used in the literature: FE is defined as body weight gain per unit of feed consumed. The genetic parameters for FE traits were estimated for a pair of foxes sharing a cage (II-IV). The results show considerable phenotypic variation in feed intake and feed efficiency between different pairs of foxes: maximum FE was twice as high as the minimum (II-IV). The moderate heritabilities for FE reported in Papers II-IV were within the range found for mink and pigs (Berg & Lohi 1992; Mrode & Kennedy 1993; Von Felde et al. 1996; Sørensen 2002; Cai et al. 2008). Higher heritability estimates than in our study for daily feed intake and daily gain have been reported in mink (Sørensen 2002). Measuring feed intake for a pair of animals instead of individual foxes brought some inaccuracy to our results, and the observed heritabilities may thus be somewhat underestimated compared to a situation where individual feed intake results are available. Further, the value for feed intake does not necessarily reflect the precise feed intake by the fox pair, as each animal will compete for the feed and eat a different amount, and some minor feed spillage from the cage is likely (Risku-Norja et al. 2002), which will also affect the results. The sex differences in feed intake and weight gain are smaller in the blue fox than in mink (Rekilä et al. 2000). In mink, males account for 72% on average of the weight gain and feed intake of a cage and, thus, contribute considerably more to the cage variation of the feed conversion rate than females (Berg & Krogh Hansen 2006; Krogh Hansen & Berg 2006). The feed conversion rate of mink has been studied using a random regression models where the phenotype is obtained from a cage and the individual components are modelled assuming that each cage has a male–female pair (Krogh Hansen & Berg 2007; Shirali et al. 2015).

In our study, genetic parameters were estimated based on the assumption that the fox pairs sharing a cage were full-sibs, which have the same pedigree. However, this is not always the case on commercial farms: animals sharing the same cage may have different parents. Therefore, the methods described by Berg and Krogh Hansen (2006) or Shirali et al. (2015) could be worth studying also in blue foxes. Individual animal records would, of course, give the best estimates for feed intake and FE, but obtaining such records from blue foxes is challenging. While it is possible to measure a fox’s weight or daily gain individually on most farms, lifting hundreds of heavy foxes (10-15 kg) on to a scale for weighing and then back into the cage is extremely strenuous and time-consuming work. The benefits gained from this
additional workload should be established before proposing it into practice or it should be connected to pelting phase. An automatic real-time animal (or cage) weight and length recording system would be faster and easier than manual measuring and would also improve feeding management through more accurate, growth-based data on feed intake and FE.

Recording of FE under commercial farm conditions is obviously a challenging task, and the use of effective breeding methods on fur farms is constrained by the farms’ inadequate resources for animal performance recording. Due to measurement difficulties, high recording costs and lack of interest or proper control, it may be practical to engage only the most interested farms into the breeding programme in order to achieve genetic progress in FE (Kinghorn 2000). These nucleus breeding farms would perform the recording and genetic evaluation of the new and challenging traits and spread the genetic progress to the commercial farm population by selling animals and/or semen (Kosgey et al. 2006).

5.2.2 NEW PELT CHARACTER TRAITS
The heritability estimate obtained for pelt size in this research is considerably higher than reported earlier by Nikula et al. (2000) and Peura et al. (2005). In general, the heritabilities estimated for continuous measurements of pelt traits (pelt size in centimetres and colour traits in pixels) are slightly higher heritability than for categorical measurements (III), because transition to a categorical scale decreases the measurement accuracy (Falconer & Mackay 1996). This applies especially to the largest pelts, since all skins longer than 142 centimetres are classified into the same category (‘60’ in the auction house sorting system or class 5 in the breeding value evaluation) (Table 2). The procedure significantly decreases genetic variation in the trait and the prospects of genetic gain, as the breeding value of the trait comes to be underestimated. This loss of information is a distinct weakness in the skin sorting system, which needs to be solved.

Sorting of dried skins at the auction house is highly automated: an automatic grading machine measures pelt length, colour darkness and colour clarity precisely in centimetres and pixels. However, the data generated in this process are currently not fully exploited for the purposes of animal breeding. It would be very important to store these accurate measurements in a database for use in breeding value estimation instead of the categorical pelt traits, as is the practice today.

The study described in Paper III was the first to estimate heritabilities for pelt density and guard hair clarity in the blue fox. The moderate heritabilities obtained for these traits fall within the range found earlier for mink (Berg 1993; Lagerkvist et al. 1994). The estimates for pelt colour traits (darkness, clarity) are in the same order of magnitude as observed in previous blue fox studies, but the heritability estimate for pelt quality is higher than reported by Nikula et al. (2000) and Peura et al. (2005). Our heritability estimates for
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Pelt traits are somewhat higher than for the corresponding grading traits. This result is similar to Peura et al. (2005), who also found higher heritabilities for pelt traits than for the corresponding grading traits. Evaluation of skins by professional fur graders is considered more accurate than assessment of live animals by fur producers (Kenttämiäes & Smeds 1992a, 1992b). Also, professional graders may pay attention to slightly different aspects in grading than fur producers (Peura 2013).

5.2.3 BODY LENGTH

Live animal body length is an accurate measurement which shows great potential as a new selection trait (II-V). The body length measurement system was originally developed in Norway. The system is currently used on Norwegian blue fox farms. Body length is measured at the time of grading when breeding animals are being selected and the animals’ length growth has ended (Huuhti 2005). In this research, the body length of foxes was measured later, at the time of pelting. Body length and weight are objective measures of animal size, which can also be used to monitor animal welfare. In a recent study, Peura et al. (2017) showed that relative weight, calculated as length-based standard weight (Benn 1971), has potential as an objective indicator of fatness in blue foxes. The relative weight-for-length index shows considerable genetic variation and can be used as a tool to assess the fatness of animals for animal management purposes, control by regulatory authorities and breeding selection.

The results for all size traits display large genetic variation and moderate to high heritability. Highest heritabilities were obtained for animal body length (0.51-0.57) and final body weight (0.47-0.50), whereas the estimate for grading size (a categorical trait), which is currently among the most important selection criteria for animal size, is much lower (0.34). Also in mink, the highest heritability estimates (0.20-0.77) have been reported for measurable size traits, such as body weight and body length (Berg 1992; Lagerkvist et al. 1994; Krogh Hansen & Berg 1997; Lohi 2002; Socha 2004).

5.2.4 BODY CONDITION SCORE

The system developed in this research for evaluating the body condition (fatness) of blue foxes is based on visual assessment combined with manual palpation. The BCS method is more convenient and timesaving for distinguishing phenotypic differences between animals than ultrasonic measurement of fat thickness (I). Ultrasonic measurement is challenging in animals with a very thick subcutaneous fat layer. BCS provides important additional information on the size trait by revealing how much of it is due to fatness. Yet, adding one more category above ‘extremely fat’ (score 5) might help to capture the most serious obesity problems. At the other end of BCS scale, the validity of the lowest BCS score (score 1), i.e. very lean animals, was
considered a bit unclear in the WelFur validation (Mononen et al. 2012). Even if the lean animals were difficult to assess, Mononen et al. (2012) thought that the reliability of BCS scoring is not be a problem after proper training of the assessors. Assessment of BCS by palpation in connection with normal grading evaluation can be expected to be more accurate for phenotypic evaluation of fatness and size, and thus for EBV of grading size, than mere grading.

Our results show that BCS has a genetic background, with moderate heritability (IV, V), indicating that fatness could be included as a new trait into the blue fox breeding programme. BCS is known to be heritable also in other animal species, such as sheep, although with somewhat lower estimates (0.16-0.18) than in blue foxes (Everett-Hincks & Cullen 2009), and dairy cattle, where heritability estimates range from moderate to high (0.22-0.51) (Koenen et al. 2001; Berry et al. 2003; Banos et al. 2006).

5.2.5 LEG CONFORMATION AND ABILITY TO MOVE

Leg conformation, ability to move and eye health were assessed visually without touching the animal. Scoring of leg conformation and ability to move are fairly fast evaluation procedures, but in some cases, the fox’s long, heavy hair coat or the animal’s reluctance to move about may complicate their visual appraisal (IV). Ahola et al. (2012) studied the inter-observer reliability of leg conformation and ability to move about in blue foxes. The assessment of moving difficulties on a four-point scale, instead of five-point scale, had good inter-observer reliability. Its index of concordance (IC value) was 0.86, showing that the results from assessments were consistent (Martin & Bateson 2007; Ahola et al. 2012). The IC value in the assessment of leg conformation was lower, 0.75, indicating that assessors disagreed on the scoring of leg conformation in some cases, especially for mild bending of the foot. Therefore, a three-point scale instead of a five-point scale was implemented in the WelFur protocol. It is clear that consistent evaluation requires proper training in the scoring criteria to ensure that different evaluators assess the animals in a comparable manner. Future studies should consider the possible need to change the scoring scale of leg conformation if the assessment is not consistent for breeding purposes.

Leg conformation and ability to move about were found to have moderate heritability (0.22-0.30) (II, IV, V). The results reported in Paper IV are in line with those obtained in other fast-growing animal species; in pigs, leg conformation traits have mainly shown low or moderate heritability (Jørgensen & Andersen 2000; Serenius et al. 2001) and in broilers, moderate heritability (0.16-0.34) (Le Bihan-Duval et al. 1996, 1997). Conformation traits with moderate heritability could be improved fairly quickly by means of animal breeding, if they were introduced into the blue fox breeding programme.
5.2.6 SUSCEPTIBILITY TO EYE INFECTION

The original subjective grading of eye infection on a five-point scale does not capture phenotypic variation well enough to give unambiguous results, and so we analysed eye health as a binary trait. When eye health was evaluated as a binary trait in the WelFur fox protocol, the inter-observer reliability was excellent (IC value 0.99), indicating that the assessments were the same regardless of the assessor (Ahola et al. 2012). Our results show that the variation in foxes’ susceptibility to eye infection is partly genetic. Selection against eye infection is, therefore, possible and should be highly recommended (V). The Finnish Fur Breeders’ Association advises to cull all sick animals immediately, which is a fairly easy and effective way to improve eye health in the blue fox population. Recent studies by Ahola et al. (2014) indicate that these guidelines are being followed, as the frequency of eye infections has already decreased since 2005-2006 when our experimental data were collected.

The aetiology of eye infection was not investigated in this research project and requires further study to determine whether it is due to genetic differences in resistance or an eye disease. Diagnosis of eye disease by a veterinarian is necessary, since structural defects and certain microbes may act as predisposing factors for eye infection. Assessment of susceptibility to eye infection should focus on breeding animals and their close relatives in an effort to improve eye health and reduce the harmful effects of eye infection. All collected information on the incidence of eye infection should be stored into the fur animal health care system Fureva and the WebSampo breeding software as soon as it occurs. Other data on welfare and conformation traits, such as leg conformation, ability to move about and BCS, can be recorded at the time of animal grading and/or selection of breeding animals.

5.3 GENETIC AND PHENOTYPIC CORRELATIONS

The focus in breeding is largely on improving the animals’ production performance traits. At the same time, however, other traits that are not under selection may unintentionally be impaired due to antagonistic co-responses, which are hard to predict and can only be detected afterwards. It takes a while to realize that an adverse trend in the population is not a coincidence but is related to unfavourable genetic correlations between traits (Oldenbroek & van der Waaij 2015). All animal selection and breeding methods that might cause distress or substantial harm to animal health or welfare are prohibited by Finnish animal protection legislation. Breeding schemes must be carefully designed and monitored in order not to compromise animal wellbeing, and any undesired co-response reversed by selecting in the opposite direction, if necessary (Oldenbroek & van der Waaij 2015). Like Sandøe et al. (1999) wrote in their article: “When we can
reasonably predict the consequences of our actions we must take on the burden of ethical responsibility."

5.3.1 CORRELATED RESPONSES OF FEED EFFICIENCY

While the current emphasis in selection on larger animal and pelt size does have an indirect positive effect on feed efficiency, selection for larger pelt size tends to favour fast-growing and fat individuals and thereby increases the animals’ feed intake (II). Increased feed intake, in turn, is related to higher maintenance energy requirement of large animals (Patience et al. 2012; Sepponen et al. 2014). Indeed, the favourable genetic correlation between FE and feed intake found in this research project was lower than expected (II-IV). If FE is defined as a function of growth and feed intake, then better feed efficiency in blue foxes can only be achieved through faster growth, lower feed intake or both (Peura 2013). Shortening the growth period is not an option to achieve feed savings, because day length has a major effect on fur development and maturation, and consequently, on pelting time (Mäntysalo & Blomstedt 1995).

Selection can be based on FE measured at an early age, especially if the aim is to achieve efficient growth of muscle and bone tissue instead of adipose tissue. The genetic correlation between FE measured in the period of fast growth and FE at the end of the growth period is fairly high, but these are, nonetheless, slightly different traits (II). After the age of 20 weeks, blue foxes appear to become less efficient at converting feed into body weight gain (II), as the focus in growth shifts from bone and lean tissue to fat deposition. This result is consistent with previous studies in blue foxes (Sirkko 2000; Huhti 2005) and in mink (Krogh Hansen et al. 2007). In mink, the feed conversion rate changes during the growth period, and mink use more feed per unit of weight/fat gain towards the end of growth, rather than in the early growth phase, where the focus is on the longitudinal growth (Krogh Hansen et al. 2007). Further, Rekilä et al. (2000) and Peura et al. (2004, 2016a) showed that growing large foxes with a thick fat layer is cost-consuming, which diminishes the economic advantage gained from the larger pelt size of these animals. For example, in pigs, fat deposition requires 16% more energy per unit of gain than lean meat (Patience 2012).

Due to the positive genetic correlation of FE with large animal size, pelt size and BCS (fatness), selection for better FE may indirectly worsen the animals’ leg and fertility problems and lead to somewhat shorter body length (II, IV) (Peura et al. 2004, 2007; Koskinen et al. 2008; Koivula et al. 2009). Still, the observed correlation between body length and FE requires additional study, as the results reported in Papers II and IV are not fully consistent, although both suggest a negative correlation. Current breeding selection for pelt quality has only a minor effect on FE, as their genetic correlations are low (III). However, if FE is to be included in the breeding programme, it is necessary to assign an adequate selection weight on pelt
character traits, because selection for better FE may lead to lighter pelt colour and undesirable reddishness. This problem can, of course, be overcome with modern pelt colouring techniques, which reduce the importance of colour for pelt prices.

5.3.2 PROS AND CONS OF FATNESS AND LARGE SIZE

Fatness is a key challenge in blue fox production. As shown in this research, blue foxes have high natural genetic potential for feed intake and for the accumulation of fat reserves for the cold period (I-IV). Unrestricted feeding combined with the high energy and fat content of the feed, exceeding the recommendations (Luke 2016), adds to the animals’ fatness. The industry has efficiently utilized the high feed intake capacity of blue foxes in fur production to achieve larger animal and pelt size, better fur quality and, consequently, better economic profitability. Our results show a high positive genetic and phenotypic correlation of grading fur density with BCS and body weight (III). Indeed, fur producers have realized that in addition to larger pelt size, fat animals also have better fur quality, and so they favour high feeding intensity and fat animals in production. Despite the strong favourable correlation of BCS and body weight with grading fur density, their correlations with auction house pelt quality traits are less clear because of large standard errors (III).

The observed increase in fatness among the blue fox population during the past two decades can, at least partly, be explained by genetic selection for larger grading size (Rekilä et al. 2000; Koivula et al. 2009). A positive correlation exists between the animal’s subjectively scored grading size and the its BCS (fatness) and also its body weight and length (IV). Selection based on larger grading size would not only result in a larger pelt and animal size, but also increase the average fatness in blue foxes. In fact, most of the size traits (growth rate, body weight, grading size and BCS) have favourable moderate to high genetic and phenotypic correlations with each other as well as with grading fur density and final pelt size (II-V). Selection for these size traits, with the exception of body length, would, consequently, provoke fatness (IV).

However, the aiming toward extreme fatness compromises animal welfare. An important result of this research is the finding that the emphasis on larger grading size in breeding leads to increased incidence of leg weakness in the blue fox population due to the moderate antagonistic genetic correlation between these traits (IV). Fast growth rate, heavy body weight and fatness are other key factors contributing to leg weakness and impaired ability to move about in blue foxes under the age of six months. The critical time period seems to be early October when foxes are growing fastest. Good leg conformation is closely linked both genetically and phenotypically to the animal’s ability to move about in the cage. Higher activity strengthens the ligaments, tendons and muscles that support the position of the carpal joint,
and also prevents fatness through increased energy consumption (Korhonen et al. 2001).

No genetic correlation was observed between eye health and size traits or fatness (V). Thus, the current focus on size traits in blue fox selection is not likely to significantly weaken the animals’ eye health. The adverse effect of large size and fatness cannot, however, be completely ruled out, if undesirable features, such as a massive coat, loose or superfluous skin on the head or excessive subcutaneous fatty tissue, cause folds of skin on the face and predispose the fox to eye infection (V).

The introduction of live animal body length into the selection criteria would offer the opportunity to breed long, slim blue foxes with good leg conformation and large pelt size. Selection for longer animals would not appear to have any major influence on BCS (fatness), leg weakness, susceptibility to eye infection, FE or pelt character traits, whereas we found a high favourable genetic correlation between length and pelt size (II-V). However, the results show one unfavourable genetic correlation: namely, between body length and the fox’s ability to move about (IV). This may partly be explained by the correlated response to selection for size, taking into account that animal size has a favourable genetic correlation with length but an antagonistic correlation with ability to move about. It should also be borne in mind that excessive body length may increase the risk of intervertebral disc abnormalities, as observed in some dog breeds (Packer et al. 2013).

5.4 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

5.4.1 DATA COLLECTION ON THE NEW TRAITS
Fur producers can register information on the foxes’ new health and conformation traits (BCS, leg conformation and eye infection) into centralized data systems, which enable monitoring the state of diseases in the fur animal population and taking preventive action before the health situation grows worse. The centralized database is supported by WebSampo breeding software (Saga Furs Oyj) and the voluntary national health surveillance system Fureva which is provided by the Finnish Fur Breeders’ Association. In addition, the WelFur protocol (WelFur 2014) includes evaluation of welfare and conformation traits (leg, eye and BCS), but the data are not collected to selection purposes. WelFur is a science-based animal welfare assessment programme, which was taken into use in European countries in 2017 and was integrated into the certification system of Finnish fur farms. The aim is to create transparency around animal welfare standards and help fur producers to identify areas that need attention and improvement. Further, the BCS evaluation system developed in this research
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The health survey data on the studied traits collected in the WebSampo software can be utilized for selection purposes. The BLUP-index, which is based on a multiple-trait animal model, enables to simultaneously take into account several health and production traits as well as their antagonistic interactions in national blue fox breeding value estimation. The obtained breeding values can then be used to improve genetic progress in the Finnish blue fox population.

Data collection through the national breeding programme needs to be developed further. The national breeding scheme has great potential if it is expanded to a larger population and larger number of farms. Currently, only a third of Finnish fox farms take part in the national breeding value evaluation of blue foxes, while the majority use their own breeding methods which are not controlled by the central breeding organization. Thus, at the moment it is not possible to utilize their data or to monitor their selective breeding methods, goals and results.

5.4.2 ECONOMIC WEIGHTS OF THE TRAITS

The economic values used for traits in breeding schemes need to be weighted according to the desired gain, if the aim is to achieve genetic improvement in some traits while keeping a certain trait unchanged. The genetic parameters obtained in this research for pelt size (cm), FE and susceptibility to eye infection (II-V) were used by Peura et al. (2016a, 2016b) in further studies to estimate economic values for these traits. The economic value for FE is almost in the same order of magnitude as for pelt quality and higher than for pelt size, but clearly lower than for fertility traits or eye health (Peura et al. 2016a). Although the economic value estimated for FE is lower than expected, it is in the range reported in Danish mink (Meier et al. 2014).

Surprisingly, the economic value calculated by Peura et al. (2016b) for susceptibility to eye infection is so high that it is among the most significant economic traits, right after fertility traits. When eye infection is so severe that the animal has to be culled before pelting, the ensuing economic losses are significant, since most of the production costs invested in the animal have been realized by then (Peura et al. 2016a).

Assessing the economic value for a trait like leg conformation is quite difficult (Peura et al. 2016a, 2016b). Public opinion, consumers and politicians create outside pressure on the fur industry, and the economic value of any animal welfare trait can be very high, if the condition for allowing the fur industry to continue production is good animal welfare. Sustainable breeding schemes should support ethical animal production values and help to raise healthy foxes without major welfare problems. However, recent WelFur results show no improvement in leg conformation among blue foxes (n=4688 on 81 farms), reporting a high frequency of mild
leg weakness and clear bending of legs: 56.5% and 30%, respectively (Mononen et al. 2012; Ahola et al. 2014). The unfavourable genetic correlations observed between size traits and leg weakness (IV), imply that leg conformation is likely to keep on deteriorating if breeding selection continues to emphasize larger animal size, unless some counteractive selection is practised. This was demonstrated in a simulation study on alternative blue fox selection strategies by Peura et al. (2016b). Higher economic gain could be achieved by adding two new selection criteria (FE and leg conformation) to the traits in the BLUP evaluation model than by using only the current selection criteria (animal size, pelt quality and litter size) (Peura et al. 2016b, 2018). Nevertheless, the genetic gain in leg conformation remained negative in the simulation study if its economic value was assumed to be zero. The authors concluded that if leg conformation is to be improved, the trait should be assigned a substantial relative weight in the total merit index (Peura et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2018). This would reduce the total genetic gain by only about 3-4% (Peura et al. 2018). Additional studies and controlled animal trials are currently underway (2016-2019) to increase the understanding of the factors affecting leg weakness (Korhonen et al. 2017). The aim is to develop genetic and nutritional tools to prevent leg problems in blue foxes and to introduce a new advisory service culture through which the results can be effectively implemented into practice.

5.4.3 OTHER NEW TRAITS

Feed efficiency, measured as the ratio of the animal’s body length or body mass index to its feed consumption, offers an interesting subject for further research. A more compatible definition for FE needs to be determined which duly takes into account animal welfare and health aspects as well. Selection for FE must not result in increased fatness in foxes. In the ideal situation, selection for longer body length and lower fatness would lead to better FE and large pelts (Peura et al. 2017). Body weight is also an important objective measure, which is needed in the assessment of several other traits, such as body mass index, growth rate and FE. It is therefore important to develop practical methods for weighing foxes for implementation on farms to overcome the difficulties currently faced by fur producers.

Diarrhoea is a health trait that is loosely connected to feed efficiency. A healthy animal is capable of digesting and using its food efficiently for growth, whereas diarrhoea can decrease the animal’s FE through an increased maintenance energy requirement and reduced nutrient intake, thus leading to poor growth rate (Patience et al. 2015). Diarrhoea is a serious health problem in blue foxes: Ahola et al. (2014) reported an average frequency as high as 27.4% in blue foxes before pelting. So far, the possible genetic background of susceptibility to intestinal problems has not been studied in blue foxes.
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It seems that leg weakness is not the only conformation problem in the Finnish blue fox population. Preliminary studies on orthopaedic abnormalities in blue foxes indicate that juvenile individuals may suffer from incipient and mild skeletal problems (Korhonen et al. 2005; Mustonen et al. 2017). The prevalence and severity of these problems needs to be investigated further before conducting genetic studies on the traits.
There is strong social pressure for better welfare of fur animals, making it necessary to broaden current breeding goals and focus selection on diverse traits. The main objective of this research project was to develop breeding value evaluation of new production, conformation and health traits for potential introduction into the blue fox breeding programme. The developed methods proved to be suitable for scoring of the studied health and conformation traits, and they have recently been implemented into the WebSampo breeding software, WelFur protocol and feeding recommendations for Finnish blue foxes. The genetic parameters estimated in this research are the first to be reported for these traits in blue foxes. The results show a reasonable amount of genetic variation in their body condition score, body length, leg conformation, ability to move about and susceptibility to eye infection, with heritability estimates ranging from moderate to high. Thus, there is good potential for genetic improvement of conformation and health traits in the Finnish blue fox population through breeding selection.

From the genetic point of view, selection for feed efficiency also seems possible, although certain practical problems need to be resolved before it can be implemented into the breeding programme. The challenges are related to weighing the animals and measuring their feed intake, as well as to the high cost of these measurements. In addition, FE should be defined in a way that will not lead to larger grading size and fatness, which might increase feed consumption and impair the welfare traits. We found it reasonable to measure FE between weaning and 20 weeks of age, because at that age the emphasis in growth is on lean tissue instead of fat deposition, which accumulates later. Selective breeding for maintenance of adequate muscle mass can be expected to have a beneficial effect on the foxes’ body composition and welfare, especially on their ability to move about.

Body length was found to be a promising size trait for selection, as it is not genetically correlated with BCS. Moreover, selection for longer animals does not appear to have any major unfavourable genetic effect on the studied welfare or pelt character traits. A long animal can produce a large pelt without being fattened excessively. Thus, the original idea of this research: to support breeding of well-structured, long and slim blue foxes by broadening the breeding goals, seems feasible. Still, there are several problematic trait combinations in the blue fox breeding scheme which need to be investigated further.

Fatness is a key welfare problem, which has unfavourable side effects on fertility, leg conformation, eye health and general wellbeing. Blue foxes have a high natural genetic ability to store fat. The current breeding goals and feeding recommendations can strengthen this ability because of the favourable influence of animal fatness on economically important production
traits, particularly pelt size and quality. But despite the genetic background of BCS, the fastest way to reduce fatness in blue foxes is to use a restricted feeding regime, since fatness is ultimately related to energy imbalance: too many calories consumed and/or too few calories burned, which causes the accumulation of adipose tissue in the body.

Leg conformation and ability to move about is likely to continue to worsen in the Finnish blue fox population as a result of the current breeding goals, unless these traits are taken into account in the breeding programme. Feeding management also needs to be reconsidered to support better leg conformation and ability to move about. Selection focusing on better grading fur density is linked to large phenotypic size and fatness, and can impair the animals’ eye health. Extremely fat foxes typically have a massive coat and skin folds due to subcutaneous fatty tissue, which may change their face conformation and provoke eye infection. Heavy slimming for the breeding season can further aggravate the problem of loose skin on the face and lead to hanging eyelids (ectropion) and increased susceptibility to eye infection. Besides genetic selection, better animal management can also help to improve eye health in blue foxes.

It is recommended that breeding animals should be selected early in life based on their estimated breeding values and then subjected to a restricted feeding regime, because this enables longer-term control of BCS, body weight and growth rate. Genomic selection would reduce the need for fattening and slimming of breeding stock, because the best breeding candidates could be selected already as puppies.

The obtained genetic parameters indicate that the Finnish blue fox breeding programme could be expanded to include traits related to the animals’ welfare. Currently the most effective selection method to improve these traits is to use BLUP breeding values estimated by the multiple-trait animal model. The model makes it possible to take simultaneously into account several health and production traits as well as their detected antagonistic genetic correlations in national blue fox breeding value estimation. In addition, it is important to weight the estimated breeding values optimally in the total merit index. The weighting of welfare traits can be based on the economic and/or social relevance of the trait.
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